by ROGER VINCENT

All women residents must be back in their dorms by 10:30 p.m. on weeknights and 1:30 a.m. on Friday and Saturday, or receive phone calls (excepting in special cases specified by the dorms), except for labs requiring them. Each coed was given a large, detailed chart of appropriate cases for every occasion encountered at college. Women were also forbidden to visit men’s dormitories or fraternities without proper arrangements. Weekend departures required specific parental permission. At the beginning of the year parents were sent a form on which they specified the places their daughter could go on weekends. Some parents even refused to let their daughters come home, which kept them—virtual prisoners until the end of the quarter.

The 1963 edition of COED ENQUIETTE urged girls to be careful, but advised them against making more than one date a night or more than two a week. “Don’t be reckless or obscene in either speech or action...” was advice for everyone, as was “Don’t be stingy with your Thank you’s.” Coeds were advised that gum chewing is a private affair, not generally to be carried on in public. Public displays of affection were also definitely out.

Change came very slowly over the years, the first rules to be enforced being those about “specials” and the politics of the campus. By 1963-64, nearly every girl had unlimited specials. Specials were done away with completely early in the 1967-68 school year. Last to change was the policy of keeping men out of women’s rooms. Until the weekdays of 1968-69 men were allowed in only for special occasions—specified by the dorms, such as for hours during Poly Royal.

Last year’s student handbook informed all that, “While a member of the opposite sex is in the room, the door must be wide open.” Maximum visiting hours in rooms were noon until 9:30 p.m. weeknights and from noon to 11:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday.

Today’s housing rules may seem strict, but they’re a long call from those of yesterday.

Visitation ‘71: ‘a big success’

By the end of his senior year, the average high school student entering college has some idea of what major field of study he will enter. For at least the next four years of his life his major will become an integral part of him and most everything he does will accommodate him.

For many students, their major presents them with a lot of conflict not before, but after they enter it. Many find that they really didn’t understand what their major implied and in many cases they often switch to another.

For the past four years, the Graphic Communications Department at this school has developed a program to help

remedy the students difficulties regarding their major.

This year’s program was called Visitation ‘71, and last weekend 78 students from various high schools and junior colleges from this state who are interested in graphic communications were offered a preview of what they are to expect upon entering the department here.

A seminar was held Saturday afternoon in Clumshall Hall to greet the students and briefly go over some of the aspects of the program. Printing brochures and registration and curriculum material were also handed out.

Following the seminar, groups were taken to the “department.” The students were shown how the various machines worked and

also got a look at the campus radio station and journalism room.

“We received a lot of reaction and responses from the students,” said Guy Thomas, acting head of the Printing Department. “Most of the students were interested in what we were trying to show them.”

Temporary All cards were given to the students to use for some of the student and campus activities during their free time. One purpose of the issuance of the cards, according to Thomas, was to allow the students time to explore the entire campus so they could see if they would be happy with the rest of the campus.

Sunday brought the end of Visitation ‘71 and reaction from its visitors.
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A case of foot 'n' mouth

Editor:
In reply to Rodney van Deventer's letter which appeared Friday, Nov. 12 in the Mustang Daily, I must apologize for two things. First, my original letter did have some false information in it. Specifically, the "oil rigs" in Avila are not oil rigs at all, but are transfer piers for transferring oil from ship to shore. They greatly resemble oil rigs because of the number of pipes on them and the fact that they are built so close to shore. As I mentioned in my previous letter, I come from Los Angeles. Down that way, we have nothing like that. The method for transferring oil there is basically the same, only the ship comes into the harbor to do the same. When I see a pier like that, I automatically say, "That is an oil rig." The difference between the San Luis Obispo area and the Los Angeles area is the Continental Shelf. In the L.A., the Continental Shelf is relatively flat with a gentle slope and soft bottom. Here, the Continental Shelf drops off very steeply within several hundred feet of the shore and for the most part has a rock bottom. This is the reason for the piers in Avila. The ships are able to come to within several hundred feet of the shore and unload oil. I can no longer stand behind most of the information which was in my previous letter, nor will I allow myself to write another one. I however feel that the letter was a good case in point of how facts can be presented and how most people would believe most anything they read if it is worded correctly; or how people who know that false information is being printed, don't raise their voices or express an opinion against it. Fortunately, Rodney, van Deventer Is not one of these people. Thank you for the follow-up.

Richard H. Clark

A right and obligation: evaluate your professor

Editor:
The power that preaches Academic Freedom and student participation has again neglected to inform us of an activity, currently underway, which affects us so deeply.

All probationary faculty members, instructors with one, two, three, four or sometimes five years of service, are being or will be, in the near future, considered for reappointment or tenure. Since mass student evaluations have yet to get rolling, any input we give will have to be in the form of an individual statement. It is your right and obligation as a student to evaluate your professors.

Take the following course of action: Write your evaluation, sign it and take it to the student participation office, or your student union. They will present copies to your instructor's department head and to the Personnel Policy Committee. They are being checked to simplify your job and insure placement of your letter in your instructor's file.

Professors currently teaching their second year at Poly are being considered for reappointment NOW. This is our only chance to influence any administrative decision regarding these faculty members. Don't blow it. Write now.

James Patterson

FRED'S AUTO ELECTRIC
Specialized Motor Tune-up
Dyna-Vision Analysis

Ignition • Carburation
Alternators • Wiring • Generators
Regulators • Starters • Batteries
Montebery & Califormia Blvd. Phone 543-3821

A Fall photo contest is being co-sponsored by the Craft Center Committee and the Camera Club. The minimum size of 8 x 10 mounted on a 18 x 20 board are the only entries being accepted. The categories for the contest are scenic, portrait, action and open. There is a minimum of 3 entries per category. Entries may be submitted at the Craft Center Committee meeting, November 14, beginning at 7:30 p.m. or until November Monday 23 at 7:30 p.m. The prints will be exhibited at the CU building from November 23 to Dec. 8 in CU 221. First prize for the contest is a $10 merchandise certificate from Jann's Camera Shop, and second prize is a year membership to the Camera Club plus a surprise gift. The third prize is a roll of fresh color film donated by Jann's Camera Shop. The judges for the contest include Mrs. Helen Kelley of Journalism Department, Robert Maksoudlan, Chairman of the Personnel Policy Committee, and Jim Moye of the Camera Club. Pictures entered must be first time photographs that have not been sold, distributed commercially or that have been in other entered contests. Prints entered must have been taken by the entrant and negatives must be available on request.

Official entry blanks are available at the officers' office in the student union and the fall pledge members will be in the officers' office Thursday, November 19, to hand in your entry blanks. For further questions, Camera Club president, Mr. Whiteaker, may be contacted at 543-9848.

Ski Club members may sign up for their club's Squaw Valley ski trip at 7:30 tonight in the College Union room 207. Tonight's meeting will be an introduction to the ski season and a presentation of the film, "Fahmes is Skiing."

The trip to Squaw Valley is scheduled for Dec. 13-17. Students will be charged $20 for five days of lodging and meals at the Olympic Lodge and all lift passes. Also included in the trip's agenda is free ice skating, a choice of Headsprings baths, swimming, and dancing.

A deposit of $35.00 plus membership is required to sign up for the club. No limit has been established for the number of students who may travel themselves to a great after-finals get-away.
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Coffee House

The Coffee House was presented Thursday night by the Student Union of Shumway Hall, which attracted a large number of students. The program included a variety of musical performances, ranging from classical to folk music.

The first piece, performed by the orchestra, was a selection from the Beethoven Overture. The second piece was the Mozart Violin Concerto No. 8 by Corelli. The final piece included the Beethoven Symphony.

The soloist for that number was Ronald Ratcliffe, music instructor and director of the Orchestra. "It is extremely difficult to put together an orchestra," said Swanson. "Not very many students play the string instruments any more, and the special wind instruments called for in the pieces are hard to come by. That is why we can no longer depend on the students alone for members."

The group often brings in guest soloists to perform with them. "Guests have come from anywhere between Los Angeles and Portland, Ore. Some of the guests are paid for their appearances, and some do it simply for pleasure."

The Chambers Orchestra was formed several years ago by a music instructor named Hallie. "We put together material with the Chambers Singers and last year toured the California Missions with them." Swanson took over five years ago and decided to make it a smaller orchestra with a higher quality. The membership went from about 40 to 15 people through auditioning. "Since then," Swanson said, "it has grown in size and quality. We are playing music now that we couldn't have begun to play a few years ago. Next quarter we will do an entire Beethoven symphony."

This group of musicians put on a total of 13 concerts during the school year. "They put together material with the Chambers Singers and players will put on an informal concert in the College Union," said Swanson. "During the summer Swanson organized an orchestra made up of professionals from over the West Coast.

Santa Rosa Market

"Your Friendly Corner Grocery"

Santa Rosa & Mill Sts. 543-5513
Open 8 a.m. — 10 p.m. 7 Days a Week

WATER BEDS LINERS RECORDS FACTORY TAPES CASSETTES

SUPERSONIC

SPECIAL—ON NEW RELEASES

CHICAGO 4—REG. 12.98 only 7.33
5.98 Albums only 3.49
Jim Hendrix—Rainbo Bridge
Who—Meaty, Beaty, and Bouncy
Pink Floyd—Adam Heart Mother
Jackson 5—Back to Indiana
Doors—Other Voices
Get Them While They Last

Let's make the grade

Pick up a copy of Wiley's Student Study Guide with Programmed Problems for physics. Supposed thermodynamics is your weak spot? In that chapter you'll find all the essential ideas from the text, including heat conduction, First and Second Law, reversible processes, and entropy...detailed examples and programmed solutions of problems on thermodynamics.

And the same three sides—the essential ideas, detailed examples and programmed solutions of problems—are in every chapter. (There's a chapter in the study guide for every chapter in the text.)

Look for the Student Study Guide With Programmed Problems at your campus bookstore.

If you can make the difference.

Student Study Guide With Programmed Problems
By Stanley Williams, Iowa State University, Kenneth Brownstein, University of Maine and Robert Gray, University of Massachusetts
In your college bookstore in paperback.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
505 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

 varsity rifle team member places second in contest

Randy Pulliam placed second for the varsity rifle team at the Tri-County Smallbore Tournament in Santa Barbara. The winner was Allen Gorge of Ventura.

Pulliam scored 788 out of 800 points, and was nine points behind the winner. Participants fired from four positions: prone, sitting, kneeling and standing.

Bill Owens, a new up and coming shooter according to team coach Samuel Thomas, placed seventh out of the 80 competitors.

Future challenges for the team include matches against Creighton University of Omaha, and the University of Cincinnati.
Three members of the Cal State Fullerton football coaching staff were killed Saturday night when the airplane in which they were riding crashed three miles east of Gaviota.

The victims were identified as Ernest Hubert Mariette, 39, the pilot of the aircraft and coaches William Charles Hannah, 37, Joseph Patrick O'Hara, 38, and Dallas Arthur Moon, 39.

The coaches were enroute to San Luis Obispo to scout the Cal Poly—UC Santa Barbara football game played there Saturday night.

Final radio contact with the aircraft was made at 7:18 Saturday night, according to Sgt. Fred Wendel of the Santa Barbara County Sheriff's Department.

A search began early Sunday morning by the Santa Barbara County Sheriff's Department, along with the Los Padres Search and Rescue Team, and the Civil Air Patrol, according to Wendel.

The single-engine, four-seat plane left San Diego following Fullerton's Saturday afternoon game with US International University, according to Sheriff's reports.

All three of the coaches' bodies were found outside of the aircraft, apparently having been ejected upon impact through the front windshield.

Must sell 1965 VW Bug — good condition, red $950.00 590 Brand V 544 2458

JOIN THE SKI CLUB
Fun Movies—Agree Ski Films & Bumper Stickers
Call Rene at 543-4234
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Darkroom Supplies
film, processing, and advice on those special photo projects
699 Higuera B.L.O. phone 543-3705
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